The upsurge of interest in Indigenous health in the 1950s and 1960s

Barry Christophers’ letters to the MJA editor about Indigenous health

During the 1950s and 1960s, there was a dramatic explosion in the number of letters to the editor about Indigenous health published in the MJA, reflecting increased reader interest. The letters from Barry Christophers were part of the Federal Council for Aboriginal Advancement’s largely successful campaign for equal civil rights for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. His letters not only drew attention to discriminatory legislation and policies, but also emphasised the structural (especially economic) determinants of Indigenous ill-health, and the negative impact on Indigenous people of racist medical representations. (MJA 2004; 180: 521-523)

There was little interest in the health of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in the MJA before 1950. Early research portrayed Aboriginal people as being from an inferior and primitive race, the demise of which was thought to be inevitable. For example, in 1924, a case series of Aboriginal psychiatric patients was introduced by stating that:

Contact with civilization, phthisis and other diseases, mixed breeding and general racial decay are the order of the day. In a few years this line of research will be closed for ever. Whatever may be one’s sentimental views on the passing of the primitive peoples, from the scientific or even the utilitarian aspect it will be more than unfortunate if our records are not completed before they vanish.¹

Any research on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples before the 1960s was not primarily about improving their health. It was about using Indigenous health research to improve understanding of the health problems of white Australians, and about collecting information about Aboriginal people for science before the race became extinct.²

Letters to the editor are the voice of the readers of the MJA. Letters do not have the same academic status as journal articles, but three readership surveys in the 1950s and 1960s showed that the letters pages were the most read section of the MJA.³⁻⁵ An editorial marking the 50th anniversary of the MJA in 1964 described the number of letters to the editor as a barometer of the interest of readers in a journal.⁶ Most letters received by the MJA were published.⁷

Before 1950, there were only 13 letters about Indigenous Australians published in the MJA. Readers did not write more than a single letter to the editor in response to any MJA publication about Indigenous people until 1952, when an editorial announced that a new university scholarship for an Aboriginal student marked a change from the brutal past of the colonial encounter, and decried the obstacles caused by “the monstrous fiction of racial superiority and inferiority”.⁸ Writers of editorials had much greater freedom of language and freedom to express opinions than writers of scientific articles. Letter writers had even more freedom, and were often those with the strongest opinions.

Four letters were published in response to the editorial: one claimed that it was possible to discuss Aboriginal people’s inferiority (but did not assert a biological basis for this inferiority); the others replied that doctors should treat “aborigines as our equals” and that their problems were due to racism.⁹⁻¹²

A dramatic increase in letters to the editor about Indigenous health began in the 1950s (Box 1). This increase occurred before a large increase in the number of all letters later in the decade. Letters to the editor accounted for a quarter (48/200) of the publications on Indigenous health in the MJA in the 1950s and 1960s, increasing to more than a third in the 1980s and 1990s (76/204 and 108/203).²

Barry Christophers’ letters to the MJA editor

Barry Christophers (Box 2) wrote 25 letters to the MJA about Indigenous health between 1956 and 1969. He wrote half the letters to the editor about Indigenous health in this period (and a similar number of letters not about Indigenous health), but he did not write any longer articles about Indigenous health. At the time, Christophers was a general
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practitioner in the inner-city Melbourne suburb of Richmond, and an activist in the Federal Council for Aboriginal Advancement (FCAA) (in 1964 the name was changed to the Federal Council for the Advancement of Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders [or FCAATSI]) (Box 3). His letters may not have reflected the views of the majority of MJA readers, but they draw attention to one doctor’s role in events that led to great changes in the relationship between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians.

In 1957, Christophers drew MJA readers’ attention to claims of starvation in the Warburton Ranges made by Pastor (later Sir) Doug Nicholls and Western Australian members of parliament William Grayden and Stan Lapham. He often sent similar versions of his MJA letters to various newspapers, but he saw a special role for doctors. He explained to me that he wrote to the MJA because doctors were “important folk in the community” who influenced people’s views and attitudes (Dr Barry Christophers, personal communication). Christophers was always careful to not criticise the work of individual doctors; his targets were governments and bureaucrats, and their discriminatory policies and legislation. He did not choose to either alienate his audience or undermine the authority of the medical voice, which could continue to be used for other activities. In contrast, other writers in the MJA questioned the capacity of non-medically trained activists like Nicholls to speak authoritatively on Indigenous health matters.

Christophers wrote many letters to the MJA about FCAA and FCAATSI campaigns to highlight and then remove discriminatory references to Indigenous people. He wrote about the restriction of the movement of Aboriginal people in Western Australia by the “leper line” because doctors were “important folk in the community” who influenced people’s views and attitudes (Dr Barry Christophers, personal communication). Christophers was always careful to not criticise the work of individual doctors; his targets were governments and bureaucrats, and their discriminatory policies and legislation. He did not choose to either alienate his audience or undermine the authority of the medical voice, which could continue to be used for other activities. In contrast, other writers in the MJA questioned the capacity of non-medically trained activists like Nicholls to speak authoritatively on Indigenous health matters.

Christophers did not just promote positive over negative words and representations of Indigenous people; he investigated the portrayal of power in these representations and their colonial context. But no one questioned the fact that these representations of Indigenous people were created in their absence by non-Indigenous doctors. Enormous social changes since the 1950s in Australia make this omission seem obvious today. No longer can doctors expect to be unchallenged as the only authoritative voice on health matters. No longer can non-Indigenous people remain untroubled about the colonial context of their position when they speak about Indigenous people’s lives — or if they try to speak for Indigenous people.

After the 1967 referendum

FCAATSI’s 10-year campaign successfully led to 90.77% of voters in the 1967 referendum approving the deletion of the two discriminatory references to Indigenous people in the...
HISTORY

3: The Federal Council for Aboriginal Advancement (FCAA) and the 1967 referendum

The first meeting of the FCAA declared its goal as equal civil rights for Aboriginal people (equal living conditions and pay and the removal of discriminatory legislation). In the 1960s, FCAA began to assert the need for different Indigenous rights (like land rights), not just equal civil rights.\(^\text{30,13,15}\) Torres Strait Islanders were acknowledged when the organisation changed its name to the Federal Council for the Advancement of Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders (or FCAATSI) in 1964.

Historian Peter Read has asserted that there were two dominant groups in the FCAA in its early years: the unions (and associated leftists, such as Christophers) and the churches. These groups included Aboriginal pastors like Doug Nicholls and Aboriginal unionists like Bert Groves and Joe McGinness, but these men had no special status as Indigenous people. FCAA and FCAATSI were “multi-racial” (or anti-racial) organisations, not Indigenous organisations — all people involved were treated “equally” — although, in practice, they were largely run by non-Indigenous people.\(^\text{13}\) The emphasis on the equality of Indigenous and non-Indigenous members reflected the organisations’ campaign goals for equal rights for Indigenous Australians.

FCAATSI’s greatest public acclaim came with the success of its campaign for the 1967 referendum. The Australian Constitution had stated in Section 51 that the Commonwealth Parliament had the power to make “special laws” for the “people of any race, other than the aboriginal race in any State”. Section 127 stated that “aboriginal natives shall not be counted” in the populations of the states. While the referendum merely removed these two discriminatory references to Aboriginal people in the Constitution, FCAATSI’s campaign for the referendum was part of the larger social movement towards other, more significant equal rights. The referendum is now publicly and fondly (even though legally incorrectly) remembered for finally granting equal rights to Aborigines, including “citizenship” and the right to vote, as well as being associated with equal rights to drink alcohol.\(^\text{15}\)

Constitution (Box 3). FCAATSI folded 10 years later after a decade of internal divisions concentrated on concerns about non-Indigenous control of the organisation.\(^\text{13}\) In part due to FCAATSI’s successes, attention had turned from equality to special Indigenous rights, like land rights, and Indigenous control of Indigenous lives. In the decades since the referendum, hundreds of Indigenous-controlled organisations, including health services, have been established and become successful. In more recent times, however, a new official and grass-roots coalition promoting “reconciliation” between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians has emerged with prominent Indigenous and non-Indigenous leaders and members. While clearly lobbying in a different time and for different causes, this present-day coalition or social movement evokes memories of FCAATSI. This reconciliation movement has proved to be extraordinarily popular among both non-Indigenous and Indigenous Australians and very effective in spite of the considerable early and continued scepticism of many Indigenous people.\(^\text{30}\)

With time, many people have forgotten or not heard of the activism and achievements of FCAATSI and its members like Barry Christophers. The dramatic changes in Indigenous lives and health that began in the 1950s and 1960s facilitated greater changes in the following decades. Joe McGinness, a Kungarakan man who lived in Cairns, was the President of FCAA (and FCAATSI) for most of its 20-year history. Christophers nominated him for the position in 1961 when he was first elected, and worked closely with him on many campaigns; they remained friends many years later. Sadly, Joe McGinness died in July last year.
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